
 
 

 

Rules & regulations for the events to be held on 05.01.2024. 

31.12.2023 

 

1. Dance:The categories for dance will be: 

i. Classical & Semi-Classical. 

ii. Folk. 

iii. Western. 

Note that the dance performance should be Solo. A maximum time of five minutes will be allotted to 

each performer.  

 

2. Singing: The categories for music will be: 

i. Classical & Semi Classical. 

ii. Rabindra sangeet, Nazrulgeeti, Dwijendrageeti, Atulprosadiand Rajinikantageeti. 

iii. Contemporary. 

Note that the performance should be Solo. A maximum time of five minutes will be allotted to each 

performer. Harmonium will be provided by the college. Oher instruments and accompany person if 

required by participants should be brought along with them.  

 

3. Recitation: There will be no categories.  

 Note that the performance should be Solo. A maximum time of five minutes will  

           be allotted to each participant.    

 

4. Poster presentation: The theme for poster presentation will be “Heal the world”.  

Note that Participants must prepare on paper preferably in imperial size (Single art paper).   

 

5. Drawing:There will be no theme. One can draw according to their wish.  

Note that the college will provide A3 art paper. Those who wish to draw on another type of paper 

must bring them along. Candidates must carry pencils, scales, watercolors, and oil pastels with them. 

A maximum time of two hours will be allotted to each candidate. 

 

6. Photography:The theme will be: “Life in City of Joy”. 

Note that Usage of any kind of filter to enhance the image is strictly prohibited.A size of 10” ×16” 

must be maintained.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

7. Debate: The topic for debate competition will be “Online classes vs offline classes: where does the future  

of education lie?”. Amaximum time of fiveminutes will be allotted to each candidate. 

 

8. Quiz: There will be three rounds, 

Round 1: A question will be asked to each student. 5 points for correct answer. If a student cannot 

answer the said question the question will be passed to the next student. The next student will get 2 

points. Students with the lowest point will be eliminated.  

Round 2: Buzzer Round: The answer will be given by any student who rings the buzzer first. If the 

answer is wrong after pressing the buzzer the question will remain null and void. It will not be passed 

on to another student. The right answer will fetch 5points. Wrong answers will lead to a negative 

point (minus 1). The student with the lowest point will be eliminated. In case of a tie amongst more 

than 2 students then a tie breaker question will be set.  

Round 3: (Rapid fire) 

A set of 10 questions will be asked to each student within 1 min.  

Note that a tie breaker question will be set at the end in case of a tie.  

 

9. Non-Fire cooking competition: The cooking Competition should be strictly non-fire.Theycan prepare any 

recipe according to their wish. A group of two participants will be allowed and a maximum time of  

one hour will be allotted.  
 

Note:(i) Participants involved in multiple events can sequentially join each one. 

         (ii) Each event awards token prizes for holders of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. The prizes will be 

distributed 

on 08.01.2024. 

         (iii) The events will start from 12:00 p.m. on 05.01.2024.  

         (iv) The link for registration will be closed today at 11:59 p.m. 
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